
5 reasons

Why Muslims Want To Kill 
Us
________________________

CBS News recently posted an interesting 

comment referring to the two Muslim 

terrorists who killed 14 in San Bernardino, 

California. The two terrorists were married 

and the seemingly innocuous comment 

was: "How can somebody with a six-month-
old child have so much hate?"

Good question. We in America are incredulous to the idea of purposefully 

killing innocent civilians, much less women and children, regardless of the 

purpose or ultimate political agenda. 

Yet that's what radical Muslims do. They actually believe the more non-

Muslims killed the better, regardless of their age or sex. Where does that 

irrational thinking come from?

The answer to that question is Biblically fascinating. We've written articles in 

the past referring to God's proclamation that Ishmael and his Arabian 

descendants would always be irrational--always fighting everyone as well as 

each other.



"He will be a wild donkey of a man, 

His hand will be against everyone, 

And everyone's hand will be against him; 

And he will live to the east of all his brothers." 

 Gen. 16:12

But this doesn't completely explain what's going on today. Here are five 

logical reasons radical Muslims are so irrationally vicious and want to kill 

non-Muslims.

1) The Quran Teaches Violence

To begin with, Muhammed wrote the entire Quran himself around 600 AD, 

guided by who he said was the "Angel Gabriel." But God said in the Book of 

Revelation that any future revelation was effectively closed.

"I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this 

book: if anyone adds to them, God will add to him the plagues 

which are written in this book; and if anyone takes away from the 

words of the book of this prophecy, God will take away his part 

from the tree of life and from the holy city, which are written in 

this book." Rev. 22:18-19

So basically anyone trying to add to the revealed Word 

of God after 94 AD is NOT hearing/getting their inspiration from God or 

Gabriel. Therefore Mohammed's angel was simply a demon in disguise, or 

even Satan himself. 

 

"No wonder, for even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light." 2 Cor. 11:14



 
It's even well-documented that Muhammad himself questioned whether he 

was hearing from a demon. 

Others around him at the time apparently questioned whether or not what he 

was writing was coming from a demon. (8) 

Therefore we have no choice but to conclude that the Quran is a Satanically 

inspired book. So it's no surprise that it's quite bloody and is the root cause 

for the hate that permeates the Muslim world.

The Quran has over 100 verses that call Muslims to war 

with non-Muslims in quite graphic fashion... by chopping off 

their fingers and/or heads if they don't convert.(1) In fact, 

Islam's stated purpose is to literally take over the world, 

forcing everyone to serve Satan (disguised as "Allah") or be 

killed. 

This is how they've operated since Muhammed founded the religion in 610 

AD. The strategy of "Join us or die" has served them well in the past.

There are now roughly 1.6 billion Muslims in the world. About one out of 

every four people on the planet are trapped in what meets every definition of 

a Satanic cult.

Even though you could argue that the majority of Muslims seem to be 

peaceful, estimates of "radical Muslims" range from 15% to 40%. But even if 

only 15% are radical Muslims, this means that there are over 400 million 

Muslims around the world who irrationally believe it's a good thing to kill or 

convert you and me. 



And this also means that of the 2.75 million Muslims already living in the 

United States, roughly 400,000 are radical extremists. 

 Let me restate that another way--there are some 400,000 people living in 

our American neighborhoods who think and believe like the two San 

Bernardino terrorists! Does anyone see a problem here?

And this is using the low end of the estimates! The actual number of 

Muslim terrorists who have infiltrated our communities is likely much higher. 

But the Quran has a lot more, so here's a brief recap of its unbelievable 

instructional content:

You can rape, marry and divorce girls as young as nine.

Quran 65:4

You can beat your wife.

Quran 4:34

You can't be charged for

rape unless there are four or more male witnesses.

Quran 24:4

Kill Jews and Christians unless they convert or pay a large 

Jizya tax.

Quran 9:29



Crucify and amputate non-Muslims.

Quran 8:12, 47:4

Kill non-Muslims you will receive 72 virgins in heaven. 

Quran 9:111

Kill anyone who leaves Islam.

Quran 2:217, 4:89

Behead non-Muslims.

Quran 8:12, 47:4

Kill and be killed for Allah.

 

Quran 9:5

Stealing from non-Muslims is permitted. 

Quran 8

Lying to spread Islam is permitted. (The Iran treaty comes to mind.)
Quran 3:54, 9:3, 16:106, 40:28, 2:225

The Bible puts lying right up there with murder. So the fact they are told it's 

ok to lie is further proof the Quran is not from God. 

And since the Paris bombings, 236 out of 237 Syrian "refugees" we let in this 

country are Muslims. So that translates to mean at least 30 new radical 



Muslim terrorist liars have been given the same access to kill Americans as 

the San Bernardino terrorists. Unbelievable. 

Lastly, it's interesting that God's love, or His implied love, is referred to over 

500 times in the Bible. But, par of the course, love is not even mentioned in 

the Quran. And neither is Jerusalem. 

2) Muslims Are Taught Hate As Children

Satan's Quran is taught as part of the education system in all Arab 

dominated countries. Of course, when you say Muslim education, you first 

must realize we're only talking about male Muslims. 

Women are not equal to men in the Arab world...they are basically slaves to 

Arab men. Women exist only to satisfy men and have babies. Camels are far 

better off than women in the Quram dominated Muslim world.

Imagine a wife in Saudi Arabia or Afghanistan. She's 

not equal to her husband and has zero rights. She's 

not allowed to be outside her home unless she has a 

male relative with her as an escort. 

She's not allowed to drive a car or own property. She 

has no legal basis to charge her husband with any crime like abuse, which is 

rampant. 

In any country where Sharia Law is the law, a Muslim wife is basically 

regulated to domesticated indoor activities with less standing than the 

household dog. And the dog doesn't have to wear a hideous burka! 



A Muslim woman can be automatically divorced from her husband if he 

simply utters the words, "I divorce you" three times. If he says it once, he can 

take her back. If he says it twice, he can take her back a second time. If he 

says it a third time, they are divorced and 

cannot be reconciled. I'm not making this 

up! (2)

Some Muslim men will just say, "I divorce 

you" three times in a row, and it's all over. 

No reason is necessary. Just utter the 

words. Imagine living as a Muslim wife 

knowing that at any moment her husband could get mad, divorce her and 

make the rest of her life miserable as a divorced woman in the Arab world.

So it's understandable why a man growing up in the Muslim world would 

believe it's a waste of time and money to educate women. The last thing a 

Muslim man wants it to have his wife be educated and learn that most 

women in the world are not sex slaves. 

In strict Muslim areas like Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia, women can only 

stay in school until the age of eight, barely learning to read and write. I'm 

guessing the old joke, "Women should be barefoot and pregnant," must have 

originated in the Muslim culture. 

But a male Muslim's education isn't a whole lot better.



Arab textbooks are a joke. A recent survey by the Arab Cultural Association 

found over 16,000 mistakes in language, syntax and grammar in 3rd to 9th 

grade textbooks.(3) Plus they downright lie like a rug when it comes to Israel.  

Arab nations are so upset with Israel being a successful nation 

right in the middle of them that they've actually changed maps in 

textbooks, removing the word "Israel."

They claim Israel should not be in the land and do not even 

recognize her as a legitimate nation. See Arab map --->

  

To be fair, other non-Muslim countries also lie about 

Israel's nation status, borders and culture. Check out 

this map (---->) in a British textbook where "Israel" is 

omitted and "Occupied Palestine" is the name given for 

the country.

Even in America, seemingly smart people fall for 

the politically-correct trash thinking that somehow 

Israel shouldn't be there. Newsweek recently 

posted this map on their website. (--->)

Interestingly, Israel gained nation-status from the 

United Nations at the same time Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Iraq, Syria, Qutar, 

etc., in 1937-48, as a result of the breakup of the Ottoman Empire in WWI. 

So if Israel is illegitimate, so are the rest of those Arab countries.



3) Muslims Are Cursed By God

God told Abraham there will be a heavy price to pay for those who curse His 

chosen Jewish descendants. 

And I will bless those who bless you,

And the one who curses you I will curse.

  Gen. 12:3

Applying this open-ended promise today it's amazing to see the third-world 

conditions in which most Arabs live. Most families can barely scratch out a 

living in lands that yield few crops and have torturing climates. I believe this 

is totally connected to their desire to wipe Israel off the map.

But it's not the Arab land that is cursed, but rather the 

Arab people. Israel took over the same deserts and 

swamps beginning in 1917, land the Arabs thought 

useless. Land they laughingly SOLD to Israelis 

post-1917, thinking they were ripping off the Jews who 

were stupid buyers.

Now the Arabs are humiliated watching Israel as 

they've changed the landscape into such high crop 

yields that they now export their excess fresh food 

flying it daily into Europe.

Jordan River 1913

Israeli date palm trees being grown 
in the Jordan Valley today.



And much of this food is being produced in the Jordan Valley, at the lowest 

point on the earth, in the harshest of conditions. Just as the Bible predicted:

The wilderness and the desert will be glad, and the Arabah [Jordan Valley] will rejoice and 

blossom; Like the crocus, it will blossom profusely..." Is. 35:1,2

Since the Jews began returning in 1917, and especially since 1948 when the 

United Nations gave them official Nation-

status, Israel has been refurbishing the land. 

They've drained the swamps, irrigated the 

land and planted some 250 million trees.

All of this new vegetation has literally changed 

the weather patterns in the area and they are 

receiving more rain. This is in stark contrast to 

how they found it. In fact, the land was so bad in 1869 that Mark Twain said 

this after visiting the area:

"..... A desolate country whose soil is rich enough, but is given over wholly to 

weeds... a silent mournful expanse.... a desolation.... we never saw a human 

being on the whole route.... hardly a tree or shrub anywhere. Even the olive 

tree and the cactus, those fast friends of a worthless soil, had almost deserted 

the country." (Mark Twain "The Innocents Abroad," p. 361-362) 

But through hard work and ingenuity, the Jews have reinvigorated the land. 

They were the first to use the drip system for irrigation that uses only a 

fraction of the amount of water usually needed for watering crops. 

The desert is blooming in Israel



The Israelis also bio-engineered their date palm trees to grow three times 

more fruit at a much lower height so no machines are necessary to pick the 

crops. 

So the land and weather was not the problem, rather it was God's curse on 

those who hate Israel.

4) The Only Promise For Salvation Is Martyrdom

Christians have the promise that we can know we're going to heaven before 

we die. 

"...God has given us eternal life, and this life is in His Son. He who has the Son has the life; 

he who does not have the Son of God does not have the life. These things I have written to 

you who believe in the name of the Son of God, so that you may know that you have 

eternal life." 1 John 5:11-13

But Muslims have no such assurance, no way to know if they will go to 

heaven when they die. They're taught that on Judgment Day, that Allah has 

to weigh all of their life's works. If there are enough good works, they go to 

heaven. If not, they're cast into hell forever. And Arab men believe not many 

women make it into heaven.

But there is one exception: If you die a martyr you 

skip Judgment Day and go straight into heaven 

without facing God's Judgment. Martyrdom also 

covers their immediate family members as well!

And with not many women in heaven, when you 

throw in the 72 virgins that they're told will be waiting for them when they 



arrive, to a poorly educated young Muslim man, martyrdom sounds like a 

win-win. 

5) Muslim History

There is nothing but death and destruction in Muslim history and no one 

seems to want to talk about it. It would be impossible to cover it all, but 

consider this brief list:

Islamic conquest of India 1200-1600 AD

80 million Indians died.

Muslim Slave Raids on Africa 700-1800 AD

20 million slaves sold plus 80 million who died between capture and delivery.

Barbary Pirate Raids 1530 - 1805

 1.2 million murders in the Mediterranean Sea.



Armenian Genocide 1915-1918

1.5 million Christians butchered by the Turks.

Genitally Mutilated Muslim Women Alive Today

125 million

So since Islam's beginning, the Muslims are irrationally mad at everyone all 

the time. And history shows us nothing will ever change. With that being a 

fact, does it seem logical to allow tens of thousands of "refugees" into any 

country? 

Muslims gaining a foothold in a country always results in 

death and destruction--physically, mentally and 

spiritually. 

 

If our national leadership were trying to protect the 

Christian virtues and values on which this nation was 

founded, what made this country what it is, they would 

not allow more Muslims to immigrate. Period.

It was determined long ago by our country's adversaries that America could 

not be conquered by might, but would have to be destroyed internally. When 

you destroy the culture, you destroy the nation. 

Sadly Europe's Culture Is Dying 



Muslims always destroy the local culture in the country in which they reside. 

Just look at Europe. Muslims will not assimilate into European ways. Instead 

they multiply until they're a force to be reckoned with and instill Sharia Law. 

 

Due to both Europeans heavily using birth control (averaging less than 1.6 

births per family) and the Muslims not using birth control (averaging 4 to 5 

kids per family), Europe's culture as we know it will cease to exist in less than 

50 years. 

 

Consider what is happening now:

In Germany Sharia courts presided by Muslim judges operate all across the 

country. Even non-Muslim German judges now cite Sharia law and quote 

from the Quran to uphold Muslim husbands' rights to beat wives.

 
In France it's too dangerous for the police to go into 

the densely-populated Muslim ghettos that ring Paris. 

In the French food industry, all meat sold is Halal, 

which means it has been sacrificed to Allah (AKA Satan 

and/or the moon god). The recent Paris massacre by 

Muslim terrorists was a wake-up call to many French 

citizens.

In Denmark Muslims are demanding that their religious police be able to 

apprehend and punish all Sharia law violators.

In Holland, death sentences have been carried out against Pim Fortuyn and 

Theo Van Gogh for publicly criticizing Islam!



In Austria, the Vienna High Court upheld the conviction of Elisabeth 

Sabaditsch-Wolf for making this FACTUAL statement:

"We all know that Muhammad married Aisha when she was six years old and 
consummated the marriage when she was nine. Now, what do we call this 
behavior if not pedophilla?"

And believe it or not, that's where our nation is headed unless we wake up. 

We must face the facts that for over 50 years our borders, language, culture 

and Christian liberties have been attacked with little resistance. 

Even most of our national media seem to give 

credibility to destructive national policies. And I 

can't help but wonder about where our 

leadership is taking this nation as no less than 

seven top advisers in the White House are 

devout Muslims...including Valarie Jarrett who 

has been called the most influential woman in 

the world. (7)

Thankfully we know the Lord is in control. Thankfully we know that God 

causes all things to work together for the good of those who are called 

according to His purpose. 

God is obviously allowing the world to box itself into a corner so that when 

the Rapture occurs, to those who are left behind, the one-world government 

and one-world leader will seem to be a logical solution. 

Valarie Jarrett, an Iranian born devout 
Muslim, is Senior Advisor to the 

President.



So as the Lord tarries, we have the opportunity daily to be used by the Holy 

Spirit in the lives of those in our spheres of influence. We have the only 

truth that matters. 

 Use us, Lord!

BP

Additional Resources:
1. http://www.answering-islam.org/Quran/Themes/jihad_passages.html
2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divorce_in_Islam
3. http://www.haaretz.com/israel-s-textbooks-in-arabic-are-full-of-mistakes-

study-finds-1.360617
4. http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Security-Watch/terrorism-security/

2015/0113/How-many-Muslim-extremists-are-there-Just-the-facts-please
5. http://www.nationalreview.com/article/428146/more-than-few-islamic-

extremists
6. http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/sharia-europe.html
7. http://theblacksphere.net/2013/04/devout-muslims-in-key-positions-in-the-

white-house/
8.  http://www.answering-islam.org/Silas/demons.htm

Compass also has a new DVD entitled: 
"Islam's American Agenda--Facts You Better Know"
Scroll down to the list of Steeling titles for download now info.
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